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No matter how much he may protest otherwise. Judge 
Keith will be compelled to make a political decision in 
the case. He must decide whether the political working 
class has the right to organize free of illegal FBI and 
police infiltration. harassment. surveillance and 
sabotage. If he decides that the Rockefeller CIA machine 
is free to act illegally through its FBI and police 
frontmen, this will not be on the basis of "legal" 
technicalities. Evidence of FBI sabotage is 
overwhelming, and the Labor Party is able to show why 
and how it is occurring. The only reason for suppressing 
a full hearing in this case would be that Judge Keith has 
been pressured or decided himself that the danger to the 
machine is too great. 

It will come as no surprise if Judge Keith's sympathies 
lie with Rockefeller. Keith \vas awarded the NAACP's 
1974 Springairn Medal for the "most distinguished 
achievement oy a black." In making the award, the 
NAACP cited Keith's "primary achievements ... a series 
of -landmark decisions reaffirming the rights of 
American citizens-irrespective of race, creed or color
to enjoy the full benefits of the liberty protecting 
provisions of the Constitution." 
, One of Judge Keith's "landmark" decisions was the 
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1970 Pontiac School desegration ruling on a suit brought 
by the NAACP. It was this decision which provided the 
CIA/LEAA with fertile ground for its race riot 
organizing. overseen and fueled by the FBI with none 
other than the defendants being brought to court now by 
the Labor Party: Special Agents Mercado. Jones. and 
Higgins. Judge Keith himself helped feed the racial fires 
in 1971 when he refused to sign an order placing federal 
marshals in Pontiac during the busing furor "because it 
would have caused a holocaust." 

Prior to his appointment to the bench in 1967. Keith 
was actively involved in the assault on construction 
unions as chairman of the Michigan Civil Rights 
Commission and in the development of various scab 
programs as a Governor Romney appointee to the 
Michigan Committee on Manpower Development and 
Vocational Training. 

In addition. Judge Keith was the law partner of John 
Conyers. now Congressman from Michigan. and 1972 

cohort of zombie CIA agent Imamu Baraka at the 
"Black Political Convention." More recently. Conyers 
sponsored a "Community Anti-Crime Assistance Bill." a 
piece of CIA/LEAA legislation which provides. for total 
gestapoization of cities. 

Dr. Ackennan Initiates Meeting to Establish Commission 

July 22 (IPS) - Dr. Norman Ackerman, chairman of the 
Committee to form a Commission of Inquiry last week 
issued a call and invitation to the July 23 New York 
meeting of Commission members and other interested 
individuals. The Com�ittee wl!s formed in January 1974 
to initiate investigation of charges by the National 
Caucus of Labor Committees of CIA brainwashing of 
Labor Committee members and other CIA domestic 
activites. 

A prominent 'New York psychiatrist. Dr. Ackerman 
proposes in his call that the Commission adopt the name 
Commission of Inquiry into Thought Control and estab� 
lish itself as a totally autonomous, non-profit, corporate 
entity. 

Outlining . the ;easo
-
ns f�r convening an active 

Commission immediately, Dr. Ackerman gives a history 
of Labor Committee activity and his own work to put a 
stop to criminal brainwashing and programmed 
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behavioral modification in this country. Agreeing to 
head up the Commission, Dr. Ackerman proposes as a 
working agenda for the Tuesday meeting a discussion of 
the Commission's history, its composition, work, and 
financing. He suggests a membership 9f 20 from New 
York City proper to function as a steering committee and 
20 additional Commissioners from other parts of the 
country who will form functioning subcommittees 
around them. An organizational newsletter is proposed, 
as well, to keep Commissioners and members of a 1000-

member support body, The Committee to Sponsor a 

Commission of Inquiry. appraised of the current work 
and problems of the Commission. 

Dr. Ackerman's vigorous work forwarding the 
Commission's organization should lead at Tuesday's 
meeting and subsequently to an increasingly active 
investigation to stop the mind-destroying activities of the 
Rockefeller cabal and its police arms. 
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